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1) What is the “company model”?
Under the “company model,” referring physicians, who typically also own the facility where surgical procedures are performed, form a separate anesthesia company in order to share in anesthesia revenue. The referring physicians pay the anesthesiologists a portion of the anesthesia revenues (the anesthesia professional fee) and retain the balance as profit.

2) What is the purpose of an anesthesia company in a company model?
The anesthesia company is set up to provide anesthesia services to the referring physicians’ patients, usually at ambulatory surgery centers (ASCs) and offices where the payor mix is more favorable, rather than at inpatient facilities where there are higher proportions of government-payor patients. The referring physicians bill for the anesthesia services and share in anesthesia revenues. Consultants have touted the “company model” and variations on the “company model” as a way for referring physicians to offset their declining professional fees by retaining some portion of the professional fees paid for anesthesia services.

3) Why should I be concerned?
The “company model” has serious financial and legal consequences for anesthesiologists.

4) What has ASA been doing about the “company model”?
ASA has repeatedly brought this issue to the attention of the Department of Health and Human Services Office of Inspector General (HHS-OIG). Again in February of this year, ASA sent a formal communication to Inspector General Levinson outlining concerns with the “company model.”

5) What is the Federal Government doing about the “company model”?
On June 1, 2012, HHS-OIG issued an Advisory Opinion (No. 12-06) on a “company model” arrangement and expressed the view that it could violate the Federal Anti-Kickback Statute.

6) Why did HHS-OIG issue this Advisory Opinion?
HHS-OIG issued this Advisory Opinion in response to a request submitted by an anesthesia practice (the “Requestor”) regarding two different proposed arrangements, both of which represented a departure from the current practice between the Requestor and the Centers at which the Requestor provided services.
7) What are the proposed arrangements described in the Advisory Opinion?

Under Proposed Arrangement A, the Requestor would begin paying the Centers a per-patient fee, excluding Federal health care program patients, for “Management Services,” such as paying for space in the referring physician’s facility and paying for the services of Center personnel to transfer billing documentation to the anesthesiologists’ billing office.

Under Proposed Arrangement B, the physician-owners would establish an anesthesia company and engage the Requestor as an independent contractor to provide anesthesia services, paying the Requestor a negotiated rate and retaining the balance of the professional fees paid for anesthesia services.

8) What did HHS-OIG conclude about the proposed arrangements?

The HHS-OIG concluded that both arrangements posed regulatory concern.

- With regard to Proposed Arrangement A, the HHS-OIG stated:

  Based on the facts presented here, we think there is risk that the Requestor would be paying the Management Services fees with regard to non-Federal health care program patients to induce the Centers’ referral of all of its patients, including Federal health care program beneficiaries.

- With regard to Proposed Arrangement B, the HHS-OIG concluded:

  Based on the facts presented here, it appears that Proposed Arrangement B is designed to permit the Centers’ physician-owners to do indirectly what they cannot do directly; that is, to receive compensation, in the form of a portion of the Requestor’s anesthesia services revenues, in return for their referrals to the Requestor. This conclusion is consistent with, and supported by, the Requestor’s representation that it is under competitive pressures to enter into the Proposed Arrangements to stem the loss of its business.

Significantly, under the “company model” (Proposed Arrangement B), even though the regulatory “safe harbors” might protect the payments to the Requestor (the anesthesiologists), the safe harbors would not protect the distribution of profits to the referring physicians.

9) Are there limitations to HHS-OIG Advisory Opinion 12-06?

As is true of all Advisory Opinions the HHS-OIG issues, Advisory Opinion 12-06 applies only to the facts listed in the Advisory Opinion. Nonetheless, it still is considered to be very important guidance regarding the HHS-OIG’s views of these types of arrangements. Because the HHS-OIG addressed only the two scenarios the Requestor posed, the Advisory Opinion does not provide complete guidance regarding all types of problematic arrangements (such as referring physicians directly employing anesthesiologists).
10) Where can I find a copy of the recent HHS-OIG Advisory Opinion?

You may click on the following link to see a copy of the Advisory Opinion: http://www.asahq.org/For-Members/Advocacy/Washington-Alerts/~media/2EE54D3AD1ED43079ABD79A05CA19BCD.ashx

11) What legal issues are raised by the “company model”?

- Federal Anti-Kickback Statute
- Federal False Claims Act
- State laws – including prohibitions against (1) fee-splitting, (2) physician self-referrals, and kickbacks, as well as disclosure requirements

12) What does the Anti-Kickback Statute prohibit?

The Anti-Kickback Statute prohibits knowingly and willfully offering, paying, soliciting, or receiving any remuneration to induce referrals of items or services reimbursable by federal health care programs. “Remuneration” covers the transfer of anything of value no matter what form, whether it be cash, services, assuming the referral source’s costs, and other items of value, regardless of whether paid directly or indirectly.

13) What does the Anti-Kickback Statute say about intent?

The health care reform law (PPACA) amended the intent standard under the Anti-Kickback Statute to provide that you need not have actual knowledge that an activity violates the Anti-Kickback Statute and you need not have specific intent to violate the Anti-Kickback Statute in order to be convicted. The transaction is illegal if even one purpose of the remuneration is to induce referrals or to pay for referrals even though funds may be paid for legitimate services provided.

As it relates to “company model,” if the referring physicians intend to get something in return for allowing anesthesiologists to work at an ASC or office, the Anti-Kickback Statute is implicated. In the case of Proposed Arrangement A where the anesthesiologists would have paid for “Management Services,” the Anti-Kickback Statute is violated if any part of the compensation is intended as a quid pro quo for the right to work at the ASC or office, even if the anesthesiologists were paying for legitimate services.

14) What is a “Suspect Contractual Joint Venture”?  

The HHS-OIG has long been concerned with arrangements between those in a position to refer business, such as physicians, and those providing items and services for which Medicare or Medicaid pays. The HHS-OIG first issued a Special Fraud Alert on “Joint Venture Arrangements” in 1989. In 2003, the HHS-OIG issued a Special Advisory Bulletin on “questionable” or “suspect” joint venture arrangements, which it defined as an arrangement in which:
• a health care provider in one line of business (the “Owner” or referring physicians in a “company model”)
• expands into a related health care business
• by contracting with an existing provider of an item or service (the “Supplier” or the anesthesiologists in a “company model”)
• to provide the new item or service to the Owner’s existing patient population, including federal health care program patients.

Just as in a “company model” arrangement, in a suspect contractual joint venture, the Owner contracts out substantially the entire operation of the related line of business to the Supplier, who otherwise would be a potential competitor, and receives in return the profits of the business as remuneration for its referrals. Among the many concerns the HHS-OIG noted was that the payments to the Supplier typically would vary with the value or volume of business that the Owner generates for the new business and that the Owner’s payments to the Supplier also would vary based on the Owner’s referrals to the new business.

Significantly, the HHS-OIG noted that, even if safe harbor protection might be available for the money flowing from the Owner (referring physicians) to the Supplier for actual services provided, the illegal remuneration is the difference between the money paid by the Owner to the Supplier and the reimbursement received from the federal health care programs. “By agreeing effectively to provide services it could otherwise provide in its own right for less than the available reimbursement, the Manager/Supplier is providing the Owner with the opportunity to generate a fee and a profit. The opportunity to generate a fee is itself remuneration that may implicate the Anti-Kickback Statute.”

15) How does the False Claims Act fit in?

The health care reform law (PPACA) provides that claims arising out of violations of the anti-kickback law are false claims for purposes of False Claims Act. If a “company model” anesthesia company involves a violation of the Anti-Kickback Statute, then all claims submitted by the anesthesia company would violate the False Claims Act.

16) Does the “company model” violate state Anti-Kickback Statutes?

The “company model” could violate state Anti-Kickback Statutes:
• Many states and DC have some form of Anti-Kickback Statute.
• These state Anti-Kickback Statutes vary widely and are not necessarily modeled on federal law.
• Some are general in application; others are Medicaid-specific.
• The intent standard may be different under state law.
• State laws do not necessarily have the safe harbors available under federal law.

17) What are the potential penalties for Federal Anti-Kickback Statute violations?

• Felony - Maximum fine of $25,000 and/or imprisonment up to 5 years.
• Conviction means automatic exclusion from Federal health care programs.
• Civil Monetary Penalties: $50,000/violation + damages up to 3 times total remuneration.

18) Are there other possible penalties I should be concerned about?

Yes. As noted in Q&A 15, claims arising out of violations of the Anti-Kickback Statute are false claims for purposes of the False Claims Act. Penalties for violation of the False Claims Act include civil penalties of $5,500 to $11,000 plus three times the government’s damages per false claim. The False Claims Act also contains “whistleblower” provisions under which individuals can recover between 15-30% of the amount recovered. The damages add up quickly because the penalties are per claim.

19) But can I be liable if I did not prepare the claims?

Yes. Physicians are responsible for claims filed in their names, even if they do not prepare claims and even if others profited from receiving the proceeds.

The HHS-OIG recently reminded physicians of this potential liability in a February 2012 HHS-OIG Alert on reassignment. The HHS-OIG Alert titled “OIG ALERTS PHYSICIANS TO EXERCISE CAUTION WHEN REASSIGNING THEIR MEDICARE PAYMENTS: Physicians May Be Liable for False Claims Submitted by Entities Receiving Reassigned Medicare Payments” can be viewed by clicking here.

Whether you are an employee or independent contractor, if you reassign your right to Medicare payment, Medicare requires (42 C.F.R. § 424.80(d)) that you have open access to claims filed on your behalf and imposes joint and several liability on you and the assignee for overpayments. “Several” liability means that you alone can be 100% responsible for all Medicare overpayments.

20) Is there any time limit on returning overpayments?

Yes. The health care reform law (PPACA) requires providers, including physicians, to report and return a government overpayment within 60 days of identifying the overpayment. Under the proposed rule issued in February 2012, an overpayment is “identified” when a person has actual knowledge that an overpayment exists or acts in reckless disregard or deliberate ignorance of an overpayment. It is possible that the issuance of the HHS-OIG Advisory Opinion on June 1, 2012 will serve as the date on which physicians should have “identified” overpayments resulting from “company model” arrangements.

21) What must I do, if I suspect I may be involved in one of these arrangements?

If you are involved, or if you think you may be involved, in one of these arrangements, you should contact your lawyer now to assess your situation and determine your next steps. If you are involved in a problematic arrangement, you will need to unwind – terminate – the arrangement and address your potential exposure for overpayments. You need to act quickly, as you must act to report and return overpayments within 60 days of identifying them (see Q&A 20).

22) What can I do if I am considering entering one of these arrangements?
Do not proceed further until you consult your lawyer about next steps.

23) What if I think I am involved in a problematic arrangement and the referring physicians take the position that the arrangement is legal?

You need to make your own assessment about the legality or illegality of your situation. If you are involved in an arrangement that you want to terminate and the referring physicians will not agree to unwind the arrangement, while it is possible to request an HHS-OIG Advisory Opinion, doing so could expose you to possible enforcement action, as a request for an Advisory Opinion must disclose all of the underlying facts. You should consult your lawyer about your options and the risks associated with the different options.

24) What if I am involved in an arrangement that is not a “company model,” but is similar to either of the two proposed arrangements considered in HHS-OIG Advisory Opinion 12-06?

See the answer in Q&A 23. Seeking an HHS-OIG Advisory Opinion may be an option, but may involve the risks noted in Q&A 23. Again, your lawyer can best counsel you on your course of action and whether or not the arrangement implicates the Anti-Kickback Statute.

25) Since there appear to be many examples of violations of the law inherent in the "company model" and its many variations, how vigorously have prosecutions been pursued? What jurisdictions would prosecute these cases? Do these cases need to be reported by "whistle blowers" to be prosecuted?

We are not aware of enforcement action that has been taken on the company model. The Advisory Opinion is relatively new, so it is possible that such action is yet to come. In this regard, it is worth noting that regulatory agencies usually take enforcement action after they have issued guidance regarding application of the law.

There was anecdotal discussion of a whistleblower or “qui tam” action that may have been filed by an employee of an anesthesia company several years ago, though it is uncertain if that action is still pending. ASA also has heard of at least one meeting with regional enforcement authorities seeking to obtain information about company model arrangements to bring before a grand jury.

26) Has the ASA presented these concerns to the national organizations which represent the physicians who are responsible for these questionable relationships?

ASA went directly to the HHS Office of Inspector General to obtain guidance from the Federal Government as to the legality or illegality of the company model. There have not been any formal communications with the national physician organizations representing referring physicians. ASA has taken every opportunity in public forums and the trade press and on the ASA website to communicate its concerns. That said, there have been informal discussions with some of the leaders of the national physician organizations representing the referring physicians now that an Advisory Opinion on the subject has been issued.
27) If both parties to an arrangement enter into an agreement similar in some aspects to either of the arrangements discussed in the Advisory Opinion with the advice of counsel recommending the exact model proposed, who would be liable? Would legal counsel on both sides of the contract formation shield the parties involved in any way?

The answer would depend upon the specific facts. In scenarios that may implicate the Anti-Kickback Statute, attorneys usually discuss whether or not safe harbor treatment is available and the risks involved in a transaction. If the attorneys qualify their advice by saying that safe harbor treatment may be available, but that there are certain risks, such advice would not necessarily shield the parties from liability.

28) Will State Attorneys General (“AGs”) have authority here? Will AGs aggressively pursue company model arrangements as fraud?

Whether or not a State AG would pursue an arrangement would depend upon what state law provides, as State AGs have authority to enforce their state laws. ASA is aware that anesthesiologists in several states have met or are planning to meet with their State Attorneys General to discuss this issue. Some States have very broad state anti-kickback laws or self-referral laws that may apply. State Medicaid programs also may take enforcement action, whether through a Medicaid Integrity Contractor or otherwise.

29) If an anesthesiologist is a substantial owner along with referring physicians, of an ASC engaged in the "company model" with non-owner anesthesiologists, is any protection afforded to the parties involved?

If there is a violation of the Federal Anti-Kickback Statute, having an anesthesiologist involved as an owner of the facility does not avoid the problem that the referring physicians are profiting from their referrals for anesthesia services.

30) In order to be in violation, as under Arrangement B, does "intent" have to be present?

The Federal Anti-Kickback Statute is a criminal statute, so the Government would have to demonstrate intent in order to establish a violation. But intent can be inferred from the facts. For example, intent could be inferred from the referring physician being paid twice for the same service or from statements made by the referring physician. It also is worth noting that the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act clarified the intent standard for violations of the federal Anti-Kickback Statute and makes clear that a person need not have actual knowledge of the law or specific intent to commit a violation of the law in order to violate the Anti-Kickback Statute.

31) If several years ago a group entered into a contract unknowingly relating to the company model, and now it is quite concerned about the legality, it seems there is no safe retreat. How would an anesthesia group go about raising concern on the ASC or referring physician side of the contract?
There are two ways, you can approach the subject:

1) Ask if the referring physicians have seen the Advisory Opinion and if they have discussed it with their counsel.

2) If the referring physicians do not believe that there is a concern, it may be appropriate to bring in your own lawyer and to have counsel for the parties discuss the legal issues. If the referring physicians are not persuaded that a problem exists, the anesthesiology practice would need to make its own decision regarding continuing or terminating the relationship and other steps it might need to take (see FAQs 15 and 18-20, above).